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Abstract—The enormous amount of big data datasets impose
the needs for effective data filtering technique to accelerate the
analytics process. We propose a Versatile Searchable File System,
VSFS, which provides a transparent, flexible and near real-time
file-level data filtering service by searching files directly through
the file system. Therefore, big data analytics applications can
transparently utilize this filtering service without application
modifications. A versatile index scheme is designed to adapt to the
exploratory and ad-hoc nature of the big data analytics activities.
Moreover, VSFS uses a RAM-based distributed architecture to
perform file indexing. The evaluations driven by three real-world
analytics applications demonstrate VSFS’ high scalability and
data-filtering capability.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The large volumes of big data datasets, such as system
logs [62], web clicks [8], online transactions, DNA databases,
scientific experimental data [3], demand data analytics applications to be capable of effectively and efficiently filtering
data before analyzing them [6], [69]. Additionally, the high
variability characteristic of such datasets and the explorative
nature of many data analytics activities suggest the strong
needs for a scalable and flexible data filtering capability in
data-management infrastructure [43].
Traditional RDBMS databases and file systems are two ends
of the spectrum of big data management infrastructures, where
NewSQL databases [4], [21] and NoSQL databases [13],
[16], [24] fall somewhere in between. While storage systems
that fall close to the RDBMS end provide rich sets of data
manipulating functionalities, which include data filtering, file
systems [11], [33], [64] usually offer significantly better scalability and performance, as well as very little restriction on
the forms of data [36]. Meanwhile, the big data datasets are
usually unstructured or not well-defined when the data were
generated, making it difficult to design the schema for database
solutions in advance [3], [43], [44]. Therefore, a large fraction
of existing analytics frameworks (e.g., MapReduce and scientific computing) are still using file systems to access raw data,
for the sake of scalability, performance, and flexibility.
Compared to the NoSQL or NewSQL solutions that attempt
to improve the scalability of databases, enhancing the data
filtering capability for file systems is more applicable for many
big data analytics applications. Traditional file-system based
filtering solutions, including various file search engines [27],
[34], [42], [49] or those using general-purpose databases as file

metadata servers [25], provide the data filtering functionality
by searching files to some extends. However, they suffer from
poor scalability, low performance, inflexibility and inadaptability, as we will elaborate in Section 2.2.
In this paper, we propose a new form of file system,
Versatile Searchable File System (VSFS), that is designed to
offer advanced file-level data filtering functionality to accelerate a class of big data analytics applications. This class of
applications share a common pattern typified by the following
scenario: By applying a set of coarse-grained (file-level) rules
to filter out (in) the unrelated (related) input files to an
analytics application, the scale of the required input data to
process can be drastically reduced, resulting in significantly
accelerated analytics applications.
To efficiently support such big data analytics applications [19], [46], [51], [59]–[61], VSFS offers the following
salient features that differentiate it from the aforementioned
solutions:
Namespace based file query language. VSFS introduces a
novel Namespace-based File Query Language (NFQL) that is
compatible with POSIX hierarchical namespace [2]. NFQL
enables the existing big data analytics applications to directly
filter file data without any code modification.
Versatile and near real-time file indexing. A flexible index
mechanism is introduced to create and customize file indices
to support NFQL. Its near real-time file indexing enables highaccuracy file filtering, because all data is updated and none is
left un-indexed.
In this paper, we make the following technical contributions:
1) A new file system model is proposed for big data
analytics, i.e., a versatile searchable file system, and the proof
of its necessity and feasibility. A comprehensive discussion is
provided on the design principles of such a file system and its
possible interfaces.
2) The prototype development of VSFS in a distributed
environment with distributed RAM-based file index storage,
its novel file system namespace and index scheme.
3) Extensive evaluations driven by real-world datasets
demonstrating that VSFS significantly outperforms a number of large-scale state-of-the-art database-based solutions
(i.e., MySQL cluster, HBase, MongoDB and VoltDB) on
file-indexing (12 ∼ 4709×) and file-search (5.2 ∼ 6275×)
performance at a reasonable and acceptable I/O overhead.

Finally, we choose a wide range of analytics applications (e.g.,
Molegro Virtual Docker [60], Distalyzer [51] and Hive [61]))
to demonstrate that VSFS is able to speed up their computation
dramatically (30 ∼ 1779 times) by applying coarse-grained
filtering.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the necessary background to motivate the research on
VSFS. The design and implementation of VSFS are described
in Section III. We evaluate the scalability, performance and
effectiveness of the VSFS prototype in Section IV. Section
V concludes the paper with remarks on directions of future
research on VSFS.
II. BACKGROUND AND M OTIVATION
This section presents the necessary background and elaborates on our observations that help motivate the VSFS research.
A. Need for File-Level Data Filtering
File systems have been considered as the high-performance
and large-scale data management infrastructure for big data
analytics applications [1], [3], [10], [43], [60], because they
provide performance features that are by and large unmatched
by many database solutions [17], [36], [54], [58]. As a result,
a large number of such analytics applications and frameworks [3], [10] have been built to run on top of various file
systems [11], [33], [64], [66].
Because of the huge volumes of big data datasets, the
ability to filter out unwanted data has become increasingly
critical for the big data analytics applications to complete the
computation in near real-time [6], [52], [69]. For example,
interactive analytics applications often exploratorily analyze
over a small fraction of the big data dataset to obtain immediate feedback and insights [48], [69]. For some applications,
it is even impossible to analyze the datasets in the required
time without filtering out most of the raw data [3], [70].
Therefore, within the scope of file-system-based analytics
applications, We argue that, compared to fine-grained recordlevel filtering [31], [52], [69], coarse-grained file-level filtering
is a less accurate but much faster and potentially sufficient
filtering technique, because it is widely applicable to the
existing analytics applications’ workflows and data models that
are file-system based and keeps the system overhead low. We
will provide evidence in support of this argument throughout
the paper, culminating with a detailed demonstration and
evaluation in Section 4.
We present three file filtering methods with their corresponding suitable applications and datasets to give the readers
an idea of how the proposed file-level filtering may apply.
Accurate file filtering returns the exact set of qualified files
based on the given filtering conditions. It requires each file
to contain exactly one complete data record. However, such
files can be very large in size, so that it is not suitable for
them to be stored within a database [3], [36], [59], [70].
For instance, Molegro Virtual Docker (MVD) [60], a computational drug-discovery application, stores the full structure
information of a particular protein in one input file. The MVD

application frequently computes a small set of proteins that
share similar characteristics to evaluate the effectiveness of a
new drug. Not only is the protein-structure dataset typically
very large ((10M ∼ 100M) files), but also there are hundreds of
different attributes from each protein (i.e., structures or energy
characteristics). Accurate file-level filtering can quickly filter
in the desired files while filtering out unwanted files, thus
significantly improving the drug discovering process.
Approximate file filtering with possible false negatives
returns a small subset of files that might lead to erroneous
results with a small probability due to false negatives (i.e.,
useful data may have been filtered out). For many big data
datasets, such as web index, social network data and machine
learning data, the results of analytics are usually probabilistic
in nature and obtaining absolutely accurate results is either
unnecessary or cost-ineffective [6], [18], [35]. For this kind of
applications, such as the machine-learning based log analytics
program Distalyzer [51], it would be useful and cost-effective
to index files with the extracted features, then generate a
sampling plan based on these indexed features to filter in a
small set of files, where analysis based on the much smaller,
filtered dataset can very expeditiously generate approximate
results with a certain confidence.
Approximate file filtering without false negatives returns
a small subset of files that might contain unuseful data,
although no useful data have been filtered out. This filtering
method fits well for a wide-range of ad-hoc queries on the
big data datasets [43], [48], [61], [62], as well as many other
algorithms that require partial scanning of the datasets, such as
aggregation algorithms [32]. Hive, as a concrete example, is a
data warehouse system that translates an SQL-like query into a
MapReduce job that scans the files stored in HDFS [61], [62].
The ad-hoc queries in Hive usually need to scan a fraction of
the dataset to obtain aggregated values. This behavior makes
it possible for Hive to benefit from the approximate file-level
filtering without false negatives.
The need for file-level data filtering makes it highly desirable for a file system designed for big data analytics to
be capable of offering 1) high performance and scalability
in data-intensive environments, 2) file-indexing schemes for
file filtering that are flexible and adaptive to a variety of data
types and big data analytics activities, and 3) ease of use and
transparency for a wide range of existing big data analytics
applications. In the next subsection, we will examine the
existing data management solutions and discuss the necessity
and motivation of the VSFS research.
B. Background on Data Management Solutions
The long established file system hierarchical namespace [2]
was designed for efficient organization of files but not necessarily for flexible retrieval/filtering of files [26], [29], [47].
More specifically, the static and sole representation of the file
path severely limits the room to embed sufficient amount of
keywords for retrieval purposes and is unable to dynamically
adapt to various complex file-retrieval requests.

To this end, dozens of solutions have been proposed to
address the inadequacy of file systems in fast file retrieval
and filtering, to some extent. Although these solutions are
reasonable techniques within their own targeted application
scenarios, they have critical limitations in the big data environments. We broadly divide them into the following three
categories:
File search engines [12], [28], [49], which rely on the
crawling process to catch up with new updates periodically,
are less likely of keeping the file index always up-to-date [42],
[68]. This might lead to inaccurate retrieval results. As a result,
many data analytics applications could not rely on file search
engines to filter out files. Furthermore, none of the existing
file-search engines is designed for large-scale data-intensive
systems [3], [44], [70].
Database-based metadata services use databases (SQL,
NewSQL or NoSQL) as a supplementary file metadata management service running on top of file systems [59]. On
the one hand, the SQL or NewSQL solutions must maintain
the ACID property of SQL executions, which introduces
significant performance overhead [42]. Additionally, the static
and stable SQL schema is not well suitable for the explorative
and ad-hoc nature of many big data analytics activities [43],
[55]. On the other hand, the NoSQL-based solutions, while
designed with the scalability goal in mind, either have oversimplified, inflexible data models that are not suitable for
multi-dimensional file indices, or suffer from relatively low
I/O performance [13], [16], [53]. It is a well-accepted fact
that databases are not a “one-size-fits-all” solution [42], [58].
In addition, solutions in these two categories also share
some common drawbacks. First, most filesystem-based big
data analytics applications contain substantial amount of
legacy code, making it difficult and expensive for them to
adapt to the new services. Second, as there are no standard
APIs for file search or filtering services, it is difficult to migrate
the applications from one environment to another. Third, the
separation between the file system and the file index will easily
lead to an inconsistent state.
Moreover, a common I/O pattern for many big data applications is that the applications treat the entire directory as
the input dataset (e.g., Hadoop). To support these applications,
file-search solutions need to create a new directory on-demand
and place the resultant files into it. However, copying the files
into the new directory will lead to significant amounts of data
movement and replicated data, and moving (i.e., renaming)
the files into the new directory breaks the integrity of the
original dataset [43]. While creating hard/soft links is an
alternative approach, these links have their own limitations.
For example, creating links on a per-file-search basis can
significantly complicate the file system namespace.
It is clear that the external file-search services have their
own weakness for wide use in the big data environments. We
argue that it is a must to offer flexible, advanced file search
and filtering functionalities directly from the file systems.
Searchable file system interfaces provide file search functions directly through the file systems. Research projects

that attempt to provide such interfaces include Semantic File
System [26], HAC [29] and WinFS [50]. Unfortunately, all
of these systems are designed to serve the end-user’s needs
for retrieving files. As a result, they will try to find the files
based on the contents in the form of keywords provided by the
end users, along with very limited support for the metadata
query [34], [42]. These queries may not be meaningful for
many big data analytics applications that heavily rely on range
queries or multidimensional queries to fetch the desired data.
Furthermore, similar to the file-search engines, these systems
provide a set of pre-defined file content parsers and perform
the parsing within the systems, which clearly limits the flexibility in handling the very high variety and heterogeneity of
big data. This is because 1) each data analytics application has
its own set of file attributes to be indexed, and 2) the attribute
values may be generated during the analytics process and thus
cannot be written into the original input file (i.e., breaking the
integrity of the original dataset) [55], [69]. For instance, the
MVD application calculates the energy between molecules and
proteins, where the input files are immutable and the energy
values must be indexed into the corresponding protein files. As
a result, scanning either the original input file or an output file
written with energy values can not create the correct record
that connect the energy value to the original input file. In other
words, these proposed searchable file system interfaces are not
powerful, flexible and general enough to provide the required
file-filtering functionalities for many of the big data analytics
applications.
III. D ESIGN A ND I MPLEMENTATION
To offer adequate file-level data filtering, we present a
distributed Versatile Searchable File System, VSFS, from the
ground up, which provides a high-performance and flexible file
search capability for big data analytics applications. VSFS’
two core concepts, namely, the POSIX Namespace-based
File Query Language (NFQL) and the versatile real-time file
indexing, are presented in Section 3.1 with a focus on the
versatility and adaptability. Section 3.2 describes the RAMbased distributed architecture that enables the file system level
real-time file indexing and search capability. This is followed
by a discussion of an example and suggested usage of VSFS.
A. Namespace-based File Query Language and Versatile FileIndexing Scheme
The most unique feature that differentiates VSFS from other
file systems is its flexible Namespace-based File Query Language (NFQL), which is deliberately designed to be backwardcompatible with the existing POSIX file systems [22], [33],
[64], [66] so that the legacy applications are able to run and
search on VSFS without any modification.
NFQL. VSFS inherits the concept of using the POSIX
directory semantics to perform file-search [26], [50]. In addition, because VSFS’ NFQL is deliberately designed to support
analytics applications, its semantics is more flexible and richer
than the content-based queries in the existing schemes [26],
[29], [50]. As an example, a user of the MVD application

Attribute
root

Typical Value
“/foo/bar”

name

“energy”

index type

range

key type

floating-point

Description
the starting point (directory)
of this index.
an arbitrary string to identify
this index.
the data structure used for the
index.
the data type used as the key.

TABLE I
A N EXAMPLE OF FILE - INDEX DEFINITION FOR PROVIDING RANGE QUERY
ON FLOAT ” ENERGY ” VALUES .

"energy"

"weight"

root
"/mvd/data/"

coord[3]

"region"

...

7.2

file8 file9 file80

...

"asia"

file1 file5

"africa"

...
"europe"

file15

...

file31

...

...

VSFS treats the query as a dynamically generated file
system directory and fills it on-demand with the symbolic
links to the actual files that satisfy the query. Because it is
dynamically generated, this virtual directory is only visible to
the client who issues the query, where the original dataset is
not changed [45], [69] and no data movement is incurred [43].

file0 file2 file15

0.8

...

Grammar 1. A simplified NFQL specification in the Extended Backus-Naur
Form (EBNF).

name

……

hqueryi := hprefixi ‘/?’ hexpressioni [htopki]
hexpressioni := [‘(’] hexpressioni [‘)’]
| hexpressioni {(‘&’ | ‘|’ ) hexpressioni}
|
hpoint queryi
|
| hrange queryi
hmulti dimensional queryi
hrange queryi := hindexi (‘>’ | ‘>=’ | ‘<’ | ‘<=’) hvaluei
hpoint queryi := hindexi ‘=’ hvaluei
hmulti dimensional queryi := hindexi‘[’hnumi‘]’ (‘>’ |
‘>=’ | ‘<’ | ‘<=’) hvaluei
htopki := ‘#’ hnumi [‘+’|‘-’]

range index

…

can perform a rather complex operation of data filtering to
filter in “all protein structure files that satisfy the conditions
of 1) located under the directory “/foo/bar” (including its
sub-directories); 2) energy targeted at “drug-A” is greater
than 10.5 eV; and 3) weights smaller than 16 kilodaltons” by
simply scanning the following directory in NFQL:
“/foo/bar/?drug-A:energy> 10.5&weight< 16/”
Such a file query directory is composed of one prefix
directory (e.g., “/foo/bar” in the previous example) and one
or more query expressions. Similar to the programming language and SQL language designs, the query expressions in
NFQL are constructed into a single Abstract Syntax Tree
(AST). VSFS then creates the query plan based on this AST.
Currently, VSFS only supports a limited set of expressions
and any combinations of them by using AND (‘&’), OR (‘|’)
or parentheses. A simplified NFQL specification is listed in
Grammar 1. In an NFQL query, the prefix directory must be a
physically existing directory in VSFS. The multi-dimensional
query uses a form that is similar to a zero-based array in
programming languages to access a particular dimension of
one indexed attribute (e.g., “coord[2] > 10” represents the
condition that the third dimension of “coord” is larger than
10). Finally, the top-k query is carried out by using a suffix
of “#num” with optional ‘+’ or ‘-’ to specify the results in the
ascending order or descending order, where num indicates the
number of records to return.

file4

file7

point index

Fig. 1. An Example of the Logical View of VSFS’ Versatile File-Indexing
Scheme.

Versatile File-Indexing. In order to support NFQL, VSFS
provides a versatile file-indexing scheme that allows users and
analytics applications to create arbitrary file indices anywhere
within the file system on the fly. Therefore, users and analytics
applications do not need to be confined to the pre-determined
index schemas (e.g., SQL tables). A file index is defined by
a four-parameter tuple (root, name, index type, key type),
where the first two parameters (root,name) provide its unique
identification. In the current implementation, each index maintains a one- or multi-dimensional key-value structure, in which
all keys in the same index share the same type (e.g., int or
string), and the values are a set of file identifiers. A logical
view of VSFS’ versatile file indices is illustrated in Figure 1.
We describe these four index definition parameters in more
details next.
First, root is the path of the top directory of the namespace
covered by this file-index, which means that only the files
under this directory and its sub-directories can be indexed into
this index. By specifying the “root” of a file index, VSFS
effectively provides the controllability over the scope of a
file index. As a result, users can specify a file index for one
particular dataset under one directory, instead of the entire file
system [12], [26], [42], [50]. Moreover, this notion of “file
index scope” not only enables many practical usages in the
big data applications (e.g., the MVD and Hive examples in
Section 4.4), but also explicitly defines the boundary between
the file indices. Knowing the explicit boundary of file indices
is critical to implementing a feasible real-time file indexing
architecture in a large-scale system, because it effectively
confines the indices to a relatively small scope[34], [42]. It
is worth mentioning that an NFQL query will conduct queries
on all indices that are under the “prefix” directory.
Second, name is a descriptive string of the index. It allows
the users to specify an arbitrary number of customized indices,
each of which has a different name, on the same dataset (i.e.,
using the same “root”). Therefore, users can associate any
attributes of interests to their files, which are not limited to file
metadata [34], [42] or to the pre-supported attributes [12], [27].
Additionally, the indices with different names are independent
from one another, which means that a file does not need to
have records in all indices.
Third, index type describes the desired performance and
functional characteristics of the file index, which is used by

VSFS to choose the appropriate data structure for this file
index. Currently, VSFS supports three index types: “range”
(B-tree) for range query, “point” (Hash Table) for point query
and “multidim” (K-D-Tree [15]) for multi-dimensional range
query.
Forth, key type describes the data type used for the key of
an index. VSFS currently supports the data types of integer,
floating-point, and string. It is important to provide such
choices for the users because in the big data environment there
are various demands to store different key types.
Finally, each file index has the UNIX file permission, i.e,
uid (user id), gid (group id) and mode (UNIX permission).
Therefore, users can control the access to file index in the same
way as controlling accesses to regular files or directories.
With the highly customizable file indices, the applications
should and must have the responsibility of feeding the contents
of indices of their files, instead of letting the file systems parse
and index the files [12], [26], [50]. While this may appear
to be a nontrivial burden for end-users, it actually offers the
analytics applications the necessary flexibility to decide when
and what to index, or even allowing these applications to
perform in-situ file indexing [43], [44], [63], [70]. It is these
design choices that significantly differentiate VSFS from the
existing systems [12], [13], [26], [34], [42], [50].
B. RAM-based Distributed Architecture
VSFS is a distributed file system designed to include two
near real-time capabilities for data-intensive environments,
namely, file-indexing and file-search. To this end, we design a
unique RAM-based distributed architecture that enables VSFS
to offer such capabilities. For the management of file data,
our current design chooses to delegate this responsibility to
the existing matured storage systems and abstract them to an
ObjectStorage interface for VSFS to use [7], [33], [56], [64],
[65]. The traditional distributed file system issues, such as I/O
performance, durability, data placements, etc., are managed
by these underlying storage systems. With this design choice,
the VSFS development is significantly simplified while the
advantages of traditional file systems are preserved in VSFS.
Next, we discuss the design of VSFS’ metadata and index
management infrastructure that supports the real-time fileindexing and -search capabilities. VSFS is built on a RAMbased distributed metadata and index architecture, which is
designed to scale to hundreds of metadata and/or index servers
to support tens of Terabytes of file indices for tens of Petabytes
of raw data.
In its entirety, a metadata and index cluster of VSFS
consists of two Consistent Hashing (C.H) Rings [24], [38],
[39], respectively, where one C.H ring is constructed by
Master Servers and the other is constructed by Index Servers.
Additionally, analytics applications can use either VSFS’ API
or FUSE-based VSFS client to access the VSFS’ file-filtering
service and the object store, as shown in Figure 2.
Master Server takes charge of the namespace for both
files and indices, as well as the file metadata. Namespace
and metadata are distributed to the master server cluster’s

Analytics Applications
I/O

libvsfs

Master Server

Index & Search

FUSE

HdfsCompFs*
VSFS RPC

...

Namespace &
Metadata Mgmt
Server Mgmt*

...

Index Placement*

Object Store Driver

client

I/O

Pluggable
Object Store

...

Index Server
Index Mgmt

...

Fig. 2. The VSFS Architecture. (*)HdfsCompFs is an HDFS compatible file
system under development. (*)Server management and index placement are
only managed by the primary master server.

C.H ring. A “primary” master server is chosen from the
master server cluster by using a leader election algorithm.
Its additional responsibility is to manage all master servers
and index servers. The single primary master server simplifies
the clients’ route requests. We only keep one copy of the
cluster topology information in the system, and thus it is
easier to guarantee the consistency. Moreover, the cluster
topology information is aggressively cached on the client
side, which prevents the primary master server from being
an access bottleneck, as implied by the evaluation results of
Sections 4.1 and 4.2. Compared to the regular IOs and fileindexing/search IOs, the changes in the cluster topology, due
to node addition/deletion or load balancing, are rare in the
system. Therefore, it is reasonable to propagate the cluster
topology changes to the object store synchronously. When
the primary master server fails, a newly elected master server
quickly reestablishes the cluster topology by loading the saved
cluster typology information from the persistent object store.
Object Identifier. Each file in VSFS is assigned a 64-bit
system-wide unique Object Identifier (oid), which is used
to identify a file in an index server. However, it imposes a
unique requirement for VSFS metadata organization: VSFS
must efficiently map between file path and oid in both ways,
because clients need to fast resolve the file paths from the
oids queried from the index servers. This is why VSFS uses
its own master servers to take over the responsibility of file
system namespace management. Furthermore, to improve the
scalability and the capability of resolving file paths in parallel,
master servers are organized in a C.H ring, where the key of
the C.H ring is the hashed file path. Obviously, to fast resolve
a file path from the corresponding oid, it requires both the oid
and file path of a given file to reside in the same master server.
Therefore, we design a pseudo hash algorithm to calculate oid
as follows:
oid = pre f ix(hash(path)) + unique value
where the first 16 bits are calculated from the 16-bit prefix of
the hashed file path (e.g., using MD5), and the remaining 48
bits are assigned by a server-wide unique value. It ensures that
the oid has the exact same distribution as the hashed value of
the file path, and it also guarantees the system-wide uniqueness
of oid.
VSFS uses this pseudo hashed “oid” to distribute file
metadata to multiple master servers, and stores the sub-file

list (analogous to the directory file in Ext4) on the same server
that stores the directory’s metadadta. This means that a file is
usually on a server different from the one housing its parent
directory. Thus, we use an optimized concurrency control
technique, which is inspired by the Optimistic Concurrency
Control [40] for operations that need the cooperation of two
master servers. For example, creating a file requires two RPCs,
where the first RPC creates a new metadata record on the
server where the ‘oid’ resides, and the second RPC inserts
the file name to its parent directory. Before the completion
of the second RPC, this file is invisible to other clients. In
the meantime, if two clients attempt to create the same file
simultaneously, one of them will fail the first step and then
will retry to check the file’s existence. Furthermore, this oid
generation algorithm makes it easy to rename and delete files.
Deleting a file in VSFS will erase the file record in the
namespace but will not erase the corresponding index records
from the index servers immediately. Background garbage
collection threads running on index servers will reclaim the
resources occupied by the deleted files. Similarly, renaming a
file will link the old “oid” to the newly obtained oid. Thus,
the index records associated with the old oid do not need to
be updated, and VSFS can return consistent file-search results
without losing any index record associated with the old file
path.
Index Server manages various kinds of file indices and
answers client’s index/search requests. To achieve the lowestpossible file-indexing and -search latency, each index server
keeps all file indices within its RAM, and applies common
file system techniques, such as write-ahead-log [30], to offer
the durability of file index by recording them into the object
store. Periodically, the index servers write one in-RAM index
as an index image to the object store, and discard all the
corresponding logs to save space. Since flushing logs is not
in the I/O critical path, it is not included in the file indexing
latency.
In order to flexibly support the aforementioned versatile file
indices, an index server manages the index metadata, including
index type and key type, besides the index structure itself. Since
the index server is the only one in the system that has the
knowledge of the key type of a particular index, the client
sends the index keys in the form of a string and lets the index
server interpret the keys.
Furthermore, to scale and balance large file indices, as well
as explore the potential parallelism for index accesses, a large
index is divided into smaller Index Partitions. If the scale
of a partition exceeds a certain threshold, it will be divided
and live migrated to one of the other index servers [9], [20].
All the partitions of the same index are organized as one
logical C.H ring that maps file oids to a particular index
partition, where the starting point of the key range in each
partition is chosen as its partition ID. This per-index logical
C.H ring is also managed by the primary master server.
In addition, to easily locate the actual index server that is
responsible for a partition, VSFS organizes all index servers
into a large C.H ring as mentioned earlier, where the key is

calculated by the hashed value according to the combination of
(root, name, partition id). As a result, VSFS can statistically
balance index partitions globally.
In the current stage of the VSFS development, the focus is
on exploring the design space for a scalable high-performance
file-search facility and its impacts on the existing analytics
workflows. Nonetheless, VSFS provides a basic level of failure
tolerance capability for a failure of any single node within
one C.H ring, whether it is the master server C.H. ring or the
index server C.H. ring. The persistent data of each C.H node
is stored in the object storage, therefore, when a node on C.H
ring fails, its adjacent node loads the data (e.g., file metadata or
index) from the shared object storage and serves the requests.
The reliability issues of Consistent Hashing-based distributed
systems have been extensively studied [9], [14], [24]. VSFS
will benefit from the existing reliability work on Consistent
Hashing and implement advanced reliability features as its
future work.
VSFS Client parses the requests from the analytics applications through VSFS’ API or the file system client implementation (e.g., FUSE), creates a query plan, and issues the requests
through RPCs to the VSFS cluster. Currently, we use FUSE to
implement a POSIX-compatible file system client for VSFS.
In addition, both the master server C.H ring and the index
server C.H ring are aggressively cached in the FUSE daemon.
Therefore, in general, the clients do not need to communicate
with the primary master server to route the metadata or index
operations to the servers. This C.H ring cache is updated only
if there are metadata or index requests that have failed to be
delivered.
File Indexing Workflow. The VSFS client first uses the
(name, file path) pairs to ask the primary master server to locate the index partitions to which these files belong. If a client
inserts file index records in batches, it will first pre-process
all the file paths in the same batch and obtain the parent
directories shared by these files, and then use the (name, parent
path) pairs to locate the index partitions. This optimization is
usually quite efficient in the big data environments, because
the analytics applications tend to index files in the same dataset
(i.e., placed in the same directory). With the obtained partitions
and the cached topology information of the index server C.H
ring, the client is able to use the partition IDs to find the
corresponding index servers locally. Then the client transforms
the index keys into the string form, and sends the records as
(“key”, oid) pairs to the corresponding index servers. It is also
worth mentioning that all file-indexing operations are triggered
independently of the raw file IOs, therefore their latencies are
not included on the I/O critical path.
File Search Workflow. We use the FUSE-based VSFS client
to illustrate how VSFS accomplishes a file search. When an
analytics application searches files by issuing a “readdir()”
system call on an NFQL virtual directory, the FUSE daemon
passes this directory to the VSFS client. The VSFS client
parses this virtual directory and creates an AST based on
the NFQL specification. The client communicates with the
primary master server to obtain the metadata of all potential

index partitions that might have the resultant files. The VSFS
client again uses the locally cached C.H ring to route the
search requests to the corresponding index servers. These index servers return oids, which the client uses to find the master
servers that house these oids. File-path-resolving requests are
sent to these master servers in parallel to obtain the resultant
file paths. Finally, VSFS fills the virtual directory in FUSE
with the symbolic links to the resultant files. If there is no file
metadata for a dangling oid returned from an index server, it
means that this oid has been deleted and therefore it is omitted
from the resultant files.
With our design, the RAM-based distributed architecture
allows VSFS to deliver very high file-indexing and file-search
performance as well as high scalability.
C. VSFS APIs and Example Usage
Besides the FUSE-based implementation, VSFS also offers
a set of native APIs in C++ for analytics applications to
directly manipulate indices and issue queries, as illustrated
in Code 1.
int create(const string& root, const string& name,
int index_type, int key_type);
int destroy(const string& root, const string& name);
int update(const string& name, const string& file,
const string& key);
int remove(const string& name, const string& file,
const string& key);
int search(const string& nfql, list<string>* results
);
Code 1.

VSFS’ C++ APIs.

Additionally, VSFS provides users with a command-line
tool (vsfs) to manipulate indices. Through vsfs, users can
specify the parameters to customize file indices. It also supports the UNIX pipeline to feed the index records. Therefore,
an analytics application only needs to print the index records
to the stdout in the format of “filepath name key\n” for each
record and vsfs will route the requests to the corresponding
indices. To illustrate how effortless it is to integrate VSFS
into an existing application (i.e., MVD) running on an HPC
resource management system (SLURM [41]), we show the
following example:
#!/bin/sh
# Create indices on directory ‘‘/data’’
vsfs index create /data ‘‘drug-A:energy’’ --index
range --key float
vsfs index create /data ‘‘weight’’ --index range -key uint32
# Populate the index through a UNIX pipeline.
srun mvd /data | vsfs index insert ‘‘drug-A:energy’’
# Run against the search resultant files.
srun mvd ‘‘/data/?drug-A:energy>10.5&weight<16/*’’
Code 2.

SLURM Job Using VSFS.

To efficiently utilize VSFS, the granularity of the data
entity should be considered. In theory, dividing data into
finer-grained segments can guarantee high file-level filtering
accuracy. However, this is considered a less appropriate practice in VSFS, because it will result in a huge number of
small files, along with their index records. For example, given
a 1024 × 1024 pixel GIS graph, where each pixel has 200

attributes, it is not advisable to index 200 attributes for each
pixel, as it will generate 200M index records. Instead, by
indexing 64×64 pixel blocks of the original graph, the scale of
the index can be reduced by 4, 096 times, while still allowing
for effective shrinking of the dataset by up to 256 times
by filtering out unwanted areas in this particular example.
The best ratio between the sizes of index and raw data is
application dependent and should be determined by domain
experts, a topic that is beyond the scope of this paper. We encourage users to use VSFS as a supplementary coarse-grained
“pre-processing” filtering service for the existing applications
(e.g., SQL engine, Scientific Computing [3], [60], [70] or
MapReduce [31]). Additionally, because of VSFS’ capability
of dynamically creating indices on the fly, it is not necessary
for the application to create and feed all indices at once, or insitu [43], [44], [62]. Users can build and destroy file index ondemand for real-time interactive analytics on big data datasets.
Finally, with appropriate access control, users from different
groups can potentially create indices that are invisible or
inaccessible to others on the same dataset. This is an important
feature for a multi-user collaboration environment [43], [55].
IV. E VALUATIONS
We evaluate the performance of the VSFS prototype using
representative datasets, workloads and applications. In the
experiments, we examine the performance in terms of fileindexing performance, file-search performance, I/O performance and application performance.
Experimental Setup. We prototype VSFS on a 20-node
heterogeneous Linux cluster testbed. Each node features 1 ∼ 2socket Quad-core AMD Opteron 2354 2.2GHz or Dual-Core
AMD Opteron Processor 2220 2.8GHz CPU with 8GB RAM.
These testbed nodes use 1Gb Ethernet to connect to a Dell
Force10 S50N 48-port 10GbE switch that in turn links to a production HPC cluster through a 10GbE Fiber. Each node runs
Scientific Linux 6.3 and uses the local disk (60GB) to store
the experimental data. We compare VSFS’ file-indexing and
file-search performance against the MySQL Cluster 7.2.10,
HBase 0.94.6, MongoDB 2.5.1 and VoltDB 3.4, because they
represent the current state-of-the-art file management solutions
in large-scale systems. We also evaluate VSFS’ raw I/O
performance. Finally, we use three data analytics applications
to demonstrate their performance gains from using VSFS.
To make the performance comparison as fair as possible,
we optimize the MySQL/HBase/MongoDB/VoltDB clusters to
the best of our knowledge. All clusters are configured to be
auto-sharding or partitioned based on the hashed file path.
To achieve the best write performance, we only use 1-replica
of data in all testing clusters. All tests use 64-bit integer as
the key for indices and the value is the string form of the
file path. Moreover, every node is configured to use 80% of
its physical RAM buffer to maximize memory utilization, if
such a configuration is applicable. Table II summarizes the key
features of the schemas and systems used in VSFS’ evaluation.

Target
System
MySQL(p)
MySQL(s)

Category

Index Schema

Characteristics

Trad.
SQL
Trad.
SQL

One index per SQL table
(i.e., partitioned table).
All file indices in the same
SQL table (i.e., single table).
One index per HBase table,
file path as rowkey.
Files are documents in the
same collection, adding index record as document
field.
All file indices in the same
SQL table since its SQL
schema cannot be dynamically modified during runtime.

Better Write Performance
Better Query Performance, Inflexible
Schema
Large-scale,
Hadoop-based
Flexibility, Popular
File
Metadata
Server

HBase

NoSQL

MongoDB

NoSQL

VoltDB

NewSQL

In-Ram
Speed

Database,

TABLE II
T HE I NDEX S CHEMAS AND C HARACTERISTICS OF THE C OMPARED
S YSTEMS .

A. Index Performance
The objective of this evaluation is to test each targeted
system for its ability to handle a large number of file index
updates in real time. To stress the targeted systems, we use
30 physical nodes from the production HPC cluster to run 4
client processes per node and each client process sends fileindex records to two individual file indices. Therefore, there
are a total of 120 clients sending index update requests to a
total of 240 file indices. Additionally, we choose 1024 requests
as the batch size for all tests. In each test, the clients issue a
total of 10 million records.
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Fig. 4. VSFS File-Indexing Latency Distribution. Each curve represents the
file-indexing latency of the VSFS cluster with the given number (1,2,4,8 or
16) of index servers.
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Therefore, the SQL engine node (SQL node) needs to pull data
from multiple data nodes to perform this index-table-locating
task. When a single table scheme is used, the bottleneck of
the MySQL cluster is shifted to the CPU on the SQL node,
because all SQL queries must go through this single SQL
node as MySQL does not support distributed locking on a
table. In HBase, it is similar to the partitioned MySQL cluster
case in that it needs to perform the matching for the prefix of
file path to find the corresponding table for a particular fileindex. MongoDB, as a NoSQL database, scales well in the
test, but it suffers from slow update operations. VoltDB, as a
RAM-based NewSQL database, directly shows the overhead of
ACID when compared to VSFS’ index servers, which is also
a RAM-based solution. Its throughput even drops after the
scale of cluster exceeds 4 nodes because of high overheads
introduced by the cross-machine transactions for intensive
updates. Finally, because its architecture is optimized for the
file-indexing workloads, VSFS has outstanding file-indexing
performance compared to the existing solutions.
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As illustrated in Figure 3, VSFS scales significantly better
than all of the targeted systems. VSFS is 12 ∼ 49× faster than
HBase, 103 ∼ 192× faster than MongoDB, and 24 ∼ 47×
faster than VoltDB. VSFS outperforms MySQL even more
significantly: 85 ∼ 408× faster when a single SQL table is
used and 1492 ∼ 4796× faster when the partitioned SQL tables
are used. The reason behind the degraded throughput in the
partitioned MySQL cluster is that it needs to perform a prefix
matching between the path of a file and the root paths of
indices on one meta-table that stores the mapping from the
(root path, index name) pair to the actual SQL table name.

The second test takes a closer look at the latency of fileindexing operations in VSFS. In this test, we use 120 clients
that simultaneously send file-indexing requests in an openloop loading fashion. More specifically, every client sends
10,000 index requests, each of which carries a single fileindex record. The latency of each request is collected. 4 master
servers are used in all the tests, and different numbers of
index servers are launched to measure the scalability of the
VSFS cluster. As illustrated in Figure 4, the latency of fileindexing operations improves significantly when the VSFS
cluster scales up. With more than 8 index servers, 50% of
the requests can be completed in 4ms.
In summary, VSFS outperforms the current widely-used
SQL, NoSQL and NewSQL based solutions to offer a much
better file-indexing performance in data-intensive environments.

B. Search Performance
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In this subsection, we evaluate the file-search performance
of VSFS, MySQL, HBase, MongoDB and VoltDB. In all tests,
100 file indices, of which each includes 100, 000 records, are
populated before processing file-search requests.
Search Latency
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Fig. 6.
Filebench Results. VSFS, as a FUSE-based file system, only
introduces small additional overhead to the native FUSE overhead. The
additional VSFS overhead comes mostly from the file creation and deletion
operations.
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In all tests, a single client issues one file-search request
of “gathering 10, 000 files from the same index”, which is a
common form of requests in the MVD analytics. The end-toend latency of the file-query request is measured, as shown in
Figure 5. VSFS is up to 49 ∼ 6275× faster than HBase and
43 ∼ 102× faster than MySQL with partitioned SQL tables
and 48 ∼ 110× faster than MySQL with a single SQL table,
up to 11 ∼ 411× faster than MongoDB, and 5.2 ∼ 38× faster
than VoltDB. This significant performance advantage of VSFS
stems from our RAM-based design that enables in-memory
processing for VSFS.
Number of Servers
95th Percentile
99th Percentile
Average
Peak

1
64
507
36
674

2
53
73
19
432

4
52
66
19
525

8
46
69
18
385

16
46
68
19
340

TABLE III
D ISTRIBUTION OF S TRESS -T ESTED F ILE -S EARCH L ATENCY ( MS ) ON
VSFS.

We conduct the second evaluation to stress test VSFS
by issuing simultaneous file-search requests in an open-loop
manner. In this test, we acquire 25 physical nodes from the
production HPC cluster, where each node runs 4 clients. In
each client, 20 threads are created to issue file-search requests.
Each thread sends 1000 file-query requests, each of which
queries 1000 files from an individual file index in an open loop
manner. There is no overlap for targeted indices between any
two clients. The distribution of the latency for every request
is measured, as listed in Table III. This low-latency file-search
operation makes it feasible for VSFS to be deployed directly
as a filesystem in data-intensive environments.
C. I/O Overhead
VSFS implements a general POSIX-compatible distributed
file system through FUSE on the client machines. VSFS is
compared with a production Lustre file system to demonstrate
that VSFS indeed incurs acceptably small raw I/O overhead.
8 pre-defined Filebench [67] workloads, including 5 synthetic

workloads and 3 metadata-intensive workloads, are used to
measure the overall overhead of VSFS. The total number of
files in each workload is 100,000 with an average file size of
8MB and an I/O size of 8KB. Each workload is configured to
run with 16 threads for 60 seconds. Direct-I/O and big-write
options of the FUSE framework are turned on for optimized
performance.
As shown in Figure 6, for synthetic workloads, VSFS
only causes a 3.3%, 8.4%, 0.3%, 11.2% and 4.4% I/O
throughput degradation in the fileserver, singlestreamread,
singlestreamwrite, random read and random write workloads,
respectively. For the metadata-intensive workload CreateFiles,
an 83.67% IOPS drop is introduced because file creation will
incur two RPCs to two different master servers. However,
in big data environments, file creation operations happen far
less frequently than other I/O operations [5]. As a result,
they will not affect the overall performance significantly, as
demonstrated in the fileserver benchmark. Even so, we believe
that there is still room for optimization and we will leave it as
our future work. Also, under workload Stats VSFS experiences
a 37.5% IOPS reduction. For the listdirs workload, which
is a very frequently used procedure by big data analytics
applications [5], [23], VSFS is actually 15% better than Lustre
because this operation is specifically optimized and handled by
the VSFS master server.
In summary, the FUSE-based VSFS is shown to incur
relatively low I/O overhead to raw data access and acceptable
overhead to metadata access, suggesting that VSFS is a feasible distributed file system deployable in big data environments.
D. Application Performance
In this subsection, we apply three different file-filtering
strategies to three different applications, namely, Melegro
Virtual Docker (MVD) [60], Distalyzer [51], and Hive [61],
respectively, to demonstrate the capability and flexibility of
VSFS in its support of big data analytics applications. Due to
our lack of privileges to mount a FUSE-based file system on
the production HPC cluster, all tests in this evaluation run on
our 20-node cluster testbed. Due to the limited resource, we
configure a 4-node sub-cluster to run the file-search service
(1 master server and 3 index servers) to demonstrate a small
distributed installation of VSFS, and use the remaining 16

nodes as worker nodes for the applications of MVD and Hive,
while Distalyzer, being a local application, runs on one of
the 16 worker nodes during the evaluation. It must be noted
that VSFS is capable of supporting a much larger number of
worker nodes than this small installation, if sufficient compute
resource is made accessible.
Molegro Virtual Docker (MVD) [60] represents the category of applications [3], [37] that can utilize the accurate
filtering strategy. The traditional workaround for these applications is to run a file-search engine or metadata database to
search files. Therefore, we compare the use of VSFS as a filesearch service against other widely-used file-search solutions,
namely, MySQL, HBase, MongoDB and VoltDB.
In this experiment, the MVD program is concurrently
running on all of the 16 worker nodes, where each run of
the MVD program reads a ∼ 4KB file as input, computes
the data, writes the output file (∼ 4KB) back to the Lustre
file system in the production HPC cluster and generates one
record to be indexed. Each original run takes approximately 7
seconds in the production HPC cluster. As a result, to emulate
the high workload intensity of simultaneously running the
embarrassingly parallel MVD program on a 1000-node HPC
cluster that would presumably be 1000/16 = 63 times faster
than the 16-node testbed cluster, we proportionally reduce
the computation time of the MVD program by a factor of
1000/16 = 63.
The evaluation simulates a use case in which the biologists
attempt to analyze 10% of the protein data based on the
previous runs of the MVD program. In this evaluation, we
assume that there are 10, 000 input files in total, based on the
numbers provided by domain scientists. Moreover, we assume
that there are 500 file indices, of which each contains 10, 000
records that have already been imported to the system. That is,
before running the experiments, the 10, 000 file-index records
are generated for each index. In the original MVD case (i.e.,
denoted by “MVD” in Table IV), which represents the current
practice of the MVD analytics in the real-world environment,
the analytics application brute-forcedly runs against all input
files. In the other five cases, the MVD analytics application will utilize the external file-search services provided by
MySQL (both the “s” and “p” versions), HBase, MongoDB,
VoltDB and VSFS respectively to filter out unrelated data.
Therefore, in each of these five cases, the file-indexing service
first indexes the 10, 000 file records obtained from previous
runs and then use range query to filter in 1, 000 targeted files.
In the end, the MVD analytics application runs against these
1, 000 files. The execution time of each step is measured.
As illustrated in Table IV, with the help of the external
file-search service, the execution time of the MVD analytics
can be significantly reduced. However, it clearly shows that
most of the comparison solutions add significant indexing
and search latencies to the total processing time of the MVD
analytics program, while those of VSFS are very insignificant
compared to the MVD computation time. In this evaluation,
running MVD on VSFS is up to 2.6× faster than the MySQLbased solutions, 1.5× faster than the HBase-based solution,

Solution
MVD
MySQL(p)
MySQL(s)
HBase
MongoDB
VoltDB
VSFS

Indexing
N/A
18.842s
8.151s
3.630s
1.600s
1.740s
0.127s

Search
N/A
0.162s
1.450s
2.615s
38.200s
0.379s
0.043s

Analytics
123.600s
11.800s
11.800s
11.800s
11.800s
11.800s
11.800s

Total
123.600s
30.804s
21.401s
18.035s
51.600s
13.919s
11.970s

SLOC
0
405
411
391
122
167
0*

TABLE IV
A B REAKDOWN OF THE MVD P ROCESSING T IME INTO I NDEXING ,
S EARCH AND C OMPUTATION (A NALYTICS ) AND THE E XTRA S OURCE
L INE OF C ODE (SLOC) R EQUIRED . (*) MVD DOES NOT NEED TO
MODIFY APPLICATION CODE TO UTILIZE VSFS, INSTEAD , THE USERS
ONLY NEED TO CHANGE THE PARAMETERS THROUGH THE COMMAND
LINE TO RUN MVD.

4.3× faster than the MongoDB-based solution, 1.16× faster
than the VoltDB-based solution, 10.3× faster than the original
MVD solution. It is worth mentioning that in the MySQL and
VoltDB cases with a single table, the latencies of inserting and
searching files will dramatically increase on larger data-sets.
Moreover, the indexing latencies will significantly increase if
multiple attributes are being extracted and indexed for each
run, making the MySQL and VoltDB indexing overheads
larger than the original brute-forced approach.
Distalyzer is a log analytics tool that uses machine-learning
algorithms to structurally diagnose performance problems in
distributed systems [51]. We use Distalyzer to explore the possibilities of accelerating analytics process by approximately filtering data with possible false negatives, because Distalyzer’s
source code and datasets are publicly available and it represents typical machine-learning workloads. In this test, we run
Distalyzer against its HBase trace (1.3GB) [16], because the
authors claimed that the pre-processed HBase trace (902076
requests/55MB) “avoids performing much analysis on the 95%
(Hbase) good requests”, which clearly indicates that the HBase
trace is filterable. The same pre-processed Hbase trace is split
into 184 smaller files, each of which contains 5,000 requests.
The counts of high latency events (e.g., latency > 150ms) are
extracted from each file and indexed into VSFS.
As this test is designed to show the relationship between
the application/dataset characteristics and the efficiency of
different approximate filtering techniques, Distalyzer runs with
three datasets: 1) the unmodified Hbase trace, 2) the VSFSfiltered Hbase trace without false negatives, which is the files
that include all high-latency events, and 3) the VSFS-filtered
Hbase trace with possible false negatives, which is the single
file that contains the largest number of high-latency events.
It’s worth mentioning that all three traces are based on the
same pre-processed HBase trace used in the original work.
Moreover, the outputs of Distalyzer analysis are the graphs
of the events that represent the causal-chain of root causes
of performance problems, as well as the “feature scores”
accumulated from these graphs. Therefore, we calculate the
output graph similarity by
1 − (|Edi f f | + |Vdi f f |)/(|Eunmodi f ied | + |Vunmodi f ied |)
, where G(V, E) represents the output graph. Finally, the results

of running Distalyzer with the other file-search solutions (i.e.,
MySQL, HBase, MongoDB and VoltDB) are not illustrated
here, because they are consistent with the pattern and trend in
the MVD test.
Trace
Unmodified
No false negative
With false negative

Execution
Time (s)
756
785
158

Graph
Similarity
100%
100%
87%

Scores
3.72
3.72
3.13

I/O
Reduction
0%
97.8%
99.4%

TABLE V
T HE P ERFORMANCE AND ACCURACY OF RUNNING D ISTALYZER WITH
VARIOUS F ILTERING T ECHNIQUES .

As illustrated in Table V, it is interesting to see that, by
applying the approximate filtering without false negatives, IOs
are significantly reduced, yet the analytics process remains
slow. This is because Distalyzer builds feature trees based
on the high-latency events. Filtering without false negatives
means that all high-latency events are preserved, which explains why it has the same output graph and feature scores as
the unmodified trace. On the other hand, by allowing false
negatives when filtering data, VSFS returns the single file
that contains the highest count of high-latency events. As
a result, Distalyzer is sped up by 4.78×, while the output
graph is 87% similar to the unmodified trace. Additionally,
a manual comparison has been applied to the output graphs
and it verifies that all vertices and edges that lead to the
same problem diagnosis in the original work are preserved
in all graphs. The relative order of the vertex weights is also
consistent in all graphs. Therefore, we consider the results
from the third trace valid.
This test demonstrates that filtering data with false negatives
is a viable technique for big data analytics, even for datasets
that have already been filtered.
Hive [61] is a data warehouse system that provides easy data
summarization and ad-hoc queries on large datasets stored in
Hadoop-compatible file systems [11]. Typically, Hive translates the user queries, which use a SQL-like query language
called HiveQL, into Hadoop MapReduce tasks running on the
target datasets. We use Hive to demonstrate a category of
applications [43], [44], [62], [69] that can utilize VSFS to
filter data without false negatives to accelerate computing.
In this evaluation, we use the TrionSort dataset from the
Distalyzer test [51]. To achieve the scale of a typical MapReduce dataset [57], the original TrionSort dataset is intensified
in this evaluation to achieve a 200GB-scale dataset as follows.
Each record in the original dataset is simply replicated 300
times with the timestamps unchanged. Therefore, this dataset
intensification does not change the temporal distribution of
records [34]. Furthermore, in order to evaluate the impact of
file size, i.e., the granularity of indexing, on the computation
performance, the dataset is split to contain 1-second, 10second, and 30-second log records per log file (donated as
“1s/file”, “10s/file” and “30s/file” in Table VI), respectively.
Finally, the intensified dataset is placed in an HDFS directory
without being re-organized to favor any form of queries, and

two external Hive tables are created in the same directory,
where one table is built with the Hive index while the other is
not. The reason for using external tables is because it reduces
the duplicated data in the system, avoids data movement
caused by re-organizing raw-data in favor of given query
before running ad-hoc analytics operations and provides more
flexibility to analyzing the dataset without being bound to a
fixed SQL schema [43], [44], [55]. Additionally, all columns
that will be used in the HiveQL query conditions are built with
Hive indices.
/* Create both external tables */
CREATE EXTERNAL TABLE trionsort (time double, type
string, event string,
attr_name string, attr_value double)
ROW FORMAT DELIMITED FIELDS TERMINATED BY ’,’
LOCATION ’hdfs://node/trionsort’;
/* Create index on one table */
CREATE INDEX ts_idx ON TABLE trionsort(event,
attr_name, attr_value)
AS ’org.apache.hadoop.hive.ql.index.compact.
CompactIndexHandler’
WITH DEFERRED REBUILD;
ALTER INDEX ts_idx ON trionsort REBUILD;
Code 3.

HiveQL for building tables and index

In VSFS’ current configuration, we run VSFS’ master
servers and index servers to manage the namespace for HDFS
and to answer the file queries respectively. The data-filtering
process is done by first running VSFS’ command line tool,
then asking HDFS to move the targeted files into a new HDFS
directory, and finally creating an external Hive table on this
HDFS directory. The dataset is first scanned to extract the
maximum values of all attributes from each file and index
them into the VSFS-managed indices. That is, VSFS creates
an individual index for each attribute (i.e., ∼ 50 attributes in
total), where the index name is the attribute name (attr name)
and the root of the index is the root directory of the dataset
in HDFS (“hdfs://node/trionsort”).
Index granularity
#
of
Records
Index size
Time
to
build index

Hive+Index
record

VSFS(1s/file)
file

VSFS(10s/file) VSFS(30s/file)
file
file

3635713200

754813

82464

32130

30GB
24198s

43MB
1320s(t par ) +
14.22s(tind )

4MB
542s(t par ) +
5.32s(tind )

1.8M
549.1s(t par ) +
5.08s(tind )

TABLE VI
C REATING INDICES ON THE DATASET. t par AND tind DENOTE THE LOG
PARSING TIME AND THE INDEXING TIME IN VSFS, RESPECTIVELY.

We first summarize the key characteristics of the task that
prepares the index in Hive and VSFS in Table VI. It clearly
shows that the coarse-grained indexing results in significantly
higher indexing performance at a smaller space overhead. For
simplicity, we use a non-distributed Python script to scan and
index the VSFS datasets, and it still yields a 3.2 ∼ 7.8×
speedup over the Java-based distributed MapReduce task
(Hive) on a 16-node Hadoop cluster.
To evaluate the efficiency of VSFS, we conduct a representative HiveQL query: “find the minute in which the

TrionSort cluster contains the highest number of the highlatency events caused by W riter5 ”, where W riter5 ’s latency
has been recognized as the “interesting feature” [51]:

1800
1600
1400

SELECT minute, count(minute) AS mincount
FROM (SELECT round(time / 60) AS minute FROM
trionsort WHERE attr_name = ’Writer_5_runtime’
and attr_value > 2000000) t2 GROUP BY minute ORDER
BY mincount DESC LIMIT 1;
Code 4. The HiveQL query for finding the 1-minute time period when
there are the most “Write 5 runtime” events whose lengths are greater than
2,000,000 ms.
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Fig. 8. The Impact of File Size, i.e., Indexing Granularity, on Hive Speedup
and I/O Reduction.
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Fig. 7. Hive Speedup On Different System Models (Hive without index,
Hive with index, and Hive with VSFS)(10s/file).

First, we issue the HiveQL query in Code 4 to three system
models: Hive without index, Hive with index, and Hive with
VSFS in which Hive uses VSFS to manage namespace and
data-filtering, labeled “hive”, “hive index” and “hive VSFS”
respectively in Figure 7. Then, we choose 1000000, 1500000
and 2000000 as the attr value thresholds for the query. We
measure the cumulative CPU time for the HiveQL MapReduce
tasks, instead of the overall execution time (i.e., the wallclock time), which is time spent on the MapReduce job
between when the job is submitted and when it is completed,
because it is more accurate for representing the scale of the
computation. However, for the Hive-with-VSFS system model,
only 6 ∼ 23 mappers are required after the unrelated data
have been filtered out, which means that our testing cluster
is far from being saturated. As a result, the wall-clock times
taken by the Hive MapReduce tasks are similar for all the
tests under the Hive-with-VSFS system model. Nevertheless,
the overall execution performance as measured by the wallclock time in the tests under the Hive-with-VSFS system
model is 15.4 − 198.2 times faster than that in the tests under
the Hive-without-index or Hive-with-index system model. The
results of the 10-second log file dataset are presented for this
evaluation, while results from other datasets are similar and
thus omitted. As illustrated in Figure 7, using indices in Hive
has no significant improvement for the given queries, because
Hive ignores the index for large scans. In the Hive-with-VSFS
evaluation, the higher the “attr value” it chooses, the more
data can be filtered out, therefore the higher speedup can be
achieved. In fact, VSFS is able to speed up Hive by 90.8, 402.8
and 942.7 times, when we use 1000000, 1500000 and 2000000
as the attr value threshold respectively.
Next, we conduct a sensitivity study to assess the performance impact of the file size in the dataset for VSFS. We

use the same dataset with 3 different file sizes (i.e., 1-, 10-,
and 30-second records). The same HiveQL query in Code 4 is
executed on the three datasets, and the computation time and
HDFS IOs are collected. Figure 8 clearly demonstrates that the
smaller the file is, the finer grained control the filtering process
can achieve, resulting in higher computation speedups (up
to 1779×), which is measured by Thive index /Tvs f s . However,
finer grained file-index control inevitably comes at the cost of
hosting a larger number of smaller files in the system, as well
as higher indexing overhead.
In summary, VSFS’ file-level indexing and search capabilities can serve to effectively and efficiently filter out data
for a class of analytics applications without introducing false
negatives.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
This paper presents VSFS, a novel file system to address
the needs for data filtering at the filesystem-level for big
data analytics applications. By offering near flexible realtime file-indexing and file-search capabilities, VSFS is able to
accelerate real world analytics applications significantly. We
are working on an HDFS-compatible VSFS to transparently
accelerate Hadoop MapReduce framework. We also plan to
evaluate VSFS on larger platforms, such as EC2, and further
improve its scalability and reliability.
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